WORK LIGHTS - INSPECTION MIRRORS

**CONDUCT-A LITE INSPECTION KIT**

This kit consists of aluminum 2-cell holder, 1-cell holder for use in small areas, 6" straight Lucite conductor, 4" curved Lucite conductor for lighting around corners, 2-1/2" straight conductor for pinpoint lighting, and clip on mirror which attaches to any of the Lucite conductors. When used with curved conductor it can virtually make light available around a corner in a full 360° arc. Operates on penlight batteries (not included).

P/N 12-14902 .......... $19.95

**CORDLESS LED WORKLIGHT**

When the unexpected happens, be prepared on-the-fly with LED battery power trouble lights. These portable energy-saving lighting can provide you with efficient, effective illumination for task lighting, be it in your plane, hangar, garage, car, or workshop—where you need it, when you need it! These trouble lights operate on four AA batteries (included) with a low 290 lumen setting and a high 450 lumen setting to give you the perfect amount of lighting needed. They produce much less heat than a halogen work light, making them a safer option of lighting—no heat to burn, and no glass bulbs to break. They feature sturdy construction with a clamshell bulb shield, a built-in on/off switch, and a hook at the top for convenient hanging, for hands-free lighting anywhere!

P/N 12-04872 ......... $63.75

**HEADLIGHTS**

The Brighteyes Pro Headlights is a hands-free flashlight worn like eyeglasses to provide light for reading maps, instruments, repair work, and more. Excellent for work on aircraft, automotive applications, around the house, camping, & fishing. Headlights can be used with or without eyeglasses, and the lights will swivel to direct the light where you need it. (4) AAA batteries included.

P/N 12-00242 .......... $13.95

**BEND-A-LIGHT**

Bend-A-Light flexible brass–alloy high intensity light tools bend to any configuration and illuminate hard-to-reach areas where conventional lighting cannot go. The incredibly bright light beam penetrates anywhere! Bend-A-Light is a must for electronics, automotive, maintenance, repairs, locksmiths, industrial, hobbies, around the house and more. You bend it... and it holds! Bend-A-Light is the only complete line of professional quality high intensity flexible light tools. Available in 3 lengths and 3 different lamps to choose from. All Bend-A-Light models are made in USA and come with batteries installed.

**TELESCOPING INSPECTION MIRROR**

PLM2 Telescoping Inspection Mirror / Flashlight - Batteries included. Best design on the market. LED is on the end of the handle directing light exactly where you need it, not on the end of the mirror which can be blocked. Professional grade construction. Slick mirror design and size allows you to get into tighter spaces. Fieldpiece brand. Doubles as a telescoping flashlight without mirror. Telescopes to 30½”. Bright white LED to light the darkest of places. Mirror slides off when all you need is a flashlight. Clips to your pocket just like a pen. Pivot control with adjustable tension screw. Omnidirectional ball joints for precise mirror positioning. 2” x 1” mirror size. Beautiful chrome finish. Handle screws down tight to ensure LED stays off when not in use.

P/N 13-18353 ........ $22.50

**THE INSPECTOR ADJUSTABLE LIGHTED INSPECTION MIRROR**

No more trying to aim a flashlight at the old style mirror. Inspector is a one-hand tool that comes with a very bright light that illuminates the total inspection area. Easy to adjust the mirror angle. Once inserted into the inspection area, simply push or pull the thumb knob for a 90° mirror angle adjustment. The product is constructed of non-conductive materials for safety. The mirror, lamp, and 2-AA batteries (included) are easily replaceable.

P/N 12-15105 ........ $26.50

**BINOCULAR MAGNIFIERS**

The Binocular Magnifiers offer powerful, crisp magnification of your detailed projects while simultaneously leaving both of your hands free to work. The ground and polished optical lens is mounted to a lift-up frame, allowing you to disengage the magnifier without removing the entire assembly from your head. This item is equipped with a cushioned headband which rests as comfortably as a baseball cap and is likewise adjustable for a snug fit. Features: • 1.75x magnifying lens • Great for assembly and inspection work • Used commonly by toolmakers, machinists, engravers, jewelers and hobbyists. Leaves hands free to work. Tilt-up lens frame instantly removes magnifying lens from sightline. • Ground and polished optical lens eliminates eyestrain. • Fits over prescription glasses. • Adjustable, cushioned headband for comfort fit. 14” focal length.

P/N 12-18746 ........ $21.85
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**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice**